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700 Million Worldwide Will Die from CV19 Vax by 2028 – Dr. David Martin

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this revealing interview with Greg Hunter of USAWatchdog.com, David Martin, Ph.D., presents

evidence that COVID-19 injections are not vaccines but bioweapons that are being used as a form

of genocide across the global population.

In March 2022, Martin Kled a federal lawsuit against President Biden, the Department of Health and

Human Services and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services alleging that COVID-19 shots

turn the body into a biological weapons factory, manufacturing spike protein. Not only is the term

"vaccination" misleading when referring to COVID-19 shots, it's inaccurate since they are actually a

form of gene therapy.

"And we are not only not going to be sued for, you know, any libel or misinformation, we are actually

holding people criminally accountable for their domestic terrorism, their crimes against humanity

and the story of the coronavirus weaponization that goes back to 1998," Martin says.

SARS-CoV-2 Has Been in the Works for Decades

Martin has been in the business of tracking patent applications and approvals since 1998. His

company, M-Cam International Innovation Risk Management, is the world's largest underwriter of

intangible assets used in Knance in 168 countries. M-Cam has also monitored biological and

chemical weapons treaty violations on behalf of the U.S. government, following the anthrax scare in

September 2001.

According to Martin, there are more than 4,000 patents relating to the SARS coronavirus. His

company has also done a comprehensive review of the Knancing of research involving the

manipulation of coronaviruses that gave rise to SARS as a subclade of the beta coronavirus family.

Much of the research was funded by the National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

(NIAID) under the direction of Dr. Anthony Fauci.  Martin explained:

"I think it's important for your listeners and viewers to remember that it was 1999 when

Anthony Fauci and Ralph Baric at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill decided to

start weaponizing coronavirus they patented in 2002 — and you heard that date correctly,

that's a year before the SARS outbreak in China.

The Mrst time they patented what they called an 'infectious replication defective chimera' of

coronavirus. And let's unpack what that means.

Infectious means that it actually is more lethal to the target. Replication defective means

its damage is primarily to the target and not to the target's family or friends or community

or anything else. And in 2002, the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill patented the

replication defective infectious coronavirus chimera, which then became the Mrst instance

of SARS.

And it was perfected in 2013 to 2016 during the gain of function moratorium, where the

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill was given an exemption from the gain of function

moratorium so they could continue to weaponize the virus to the point where in 2016, Ralph

Baric published a paper in which he said the Wuhan Institute of Virology virus one,

coronavirus, was 'poised for human emergence,' so they knew this all along.

You know, they knew it was a bioweapon since 2005. They knew it was effective at taking

out populations, harming populations, intimidating and coercing populations. And they did

that all very intentionally for the purpose of destroying humanity."

COVID-19 Shots Are an 'Act of Bioterrorism'

According to Martin, the spike protein that the COVID-19 shots manufacture is a computer

simulation of a chimera of the spike protein of coronavirus. "It is, in fact, not a coronavirus vaccine.

It is a spike protein instruction to make the human body produce a toxin, and that toxin has been

scheduled as a known biologic agent of concern with respect to biological weapons for the last

now decade and a half," he said.

Rather than being a public health measure as they were widely campaigned to be, COVID-19 shots

are an act of bioweapons and bioterrorism. Martin shared that in 2015, Dr. Peter Daszak, head of

the EcoHealth Alliance that funneled research dollars from the NIAID to the Wuhan Institute of

Virology for coronavirus research, stated:

"We need to increase public understanding of the need for medical countermeasures such

as a pan-coronavirus vaccine. A key driver is the media and the economics will follow the

hype. We need to use that hype to our advantage, to get to the real issues. Investors will

respond if they see proMt at the end of the process."

Daszak, who Martin refers to as "the money launderer in chief," "actually stated that this entire

exercise was a campaign of domestic terror to get the public to accept the universal vaccine

platform using a known biological weapon. And that is their own words, not my interpretation,"

Martin said.

Martin: 100 Million May Die Due to COVID Shots

Both PKzer and Moderna's COVID-19 shots contain nucleic acid sequences that are not part of

nature and have not been previously introduced to the human body. This amounts to a genetic

engineering experiment that did not go through animal studies or clinical trials.

However, already people are dying from the shots and, Martin states, "many more will" due to issues

such as blood clots, damage to the cardiovascular system and problems with liver, kidney and

pulmonary function.

An onslaught of reproductive and cancer cases related to the shots are also anticipated. "The fact

of the matter is an enormous number of people who are injected are already carrying the seeds of

their own demise," Martin said.  As for how many may die, Martin believes the numbers may have

been revealed back in 2011, when the World Health Organization announced their "decade of

vaccination":

"Based on their own 2011 estimate, and … this is a chilling estimate, but we just have to put

it out there … When the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Chinese CDC, the Jeremy

Farrar Wellcome Trust and others published The Decade of Vaccination for the World

Health Organization back in 2011 their stated objective was a population reduction of 15%

of the world's population.

Put that in perspective, that's about 700 million people dead … and that would put the U.S.

participation in that certainly as a pro rata of injected population somewhere between 75

and 100 million people."

When asked what timeframe these people may die in, Martin suggested "there's a lot of economic

reasons why people hope that it's between now and 2028."  This is because of "a tiny little glitch on

the horizon" — the projected illiquidity of the Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid programs by

2028.

"So the fewer people who are recipients of Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid, the better,"

Martin said. "Not surprisingly, it's probably one of the motivations that led to the recommendation

that people over the age of 65 were the Krst ones getting injected."  Other populations at risk are

caregivers, including health care providers, and others in the workforce who were forced to be

injected, such as pilots.

"Why is it that we're suddenly having 700 `ights a day being canceled because, allegedly,

airlines don't have pilots? … the dirty secret … is there a lot of pilots who are having

microvascular problems and clotting problems, and that keeps them out of the cockpit,

which is a good place to not have them if they're going to throw a clot for a stroke or a

heart attack," Martin said.

"But the problem is we're going to start seeing that exact same phenomenon in the health

care industry and at a much larger scale, which means we now have, in addition to the

problem of the actual morbidity and mortality, meaning people getting sick and people

dying.

We actually have that targeting the health care industry writ large, which means we are

going to have doctors and nurses who are going to be among the sick and the dead. And

that means that the sick and the dying also do not get care."

Why COVID Shots May Change Your DNA

It's been stressed by the media and public health oacials that COVID-19 shots do not alter DNA.

However, Martin brings attention to a little-known grant from the National Science Foundation,

known as Darwinian chemical systems,  which involved research to incorporate mRNA into

targeted genomes. According to Martin:

"Moderna was started … on the back of a 10-year National Science Foundation grant. And

that grant was called Darwinian chemical systems … the project that gave rise to the

Moderna company itself was a project where they were speciMcally Mguring out how to get

mRNA to write itself into the genome of whatever target they were going after.

That could be a single-celled organism, it could be a multi-celled organism or it could be a

human. And the fact of the matter is Moderna was started on the back of having proven

that mRNA can be transfected and write itself into the human genome."

It is completely unknown what the short- or long-term effects of the spike protein analog that's

inside people who received COVID-19 injections will be. But with respect to alteration of the

genome, Martin states that data show mRNA has the capacity to write into the DNA of humans, and

"as such, the long-term effects are not going to merely be symptomatic. The long-term effects are

going to be the human genome of injected individuals is going to be altered."

Fraud Removes Big Pharma's Liability Shield

The 2001 anthrax attack, which came out of medical and defense research, led to the passage of

the PREP Act, which removed liability for manufacturers of emergency medical countermeasures.

This means that as long as the U.S. is under a state of emergency, things like COVID-19 "vaccines"

are allowed under emergency use authorization. And as long as the emergency use authorization is

in effect, the makers of these experimental gene therapies are not Knancially liable for any harm

that comes from their use.

That is, provided they're "vaccines." If these injections are NOT vaccines, then the liability shield

falls away, because there is no liability shield for a medical emergency countermeasure that is gene

therapy. Further, lawsuits that can prove the companies engaged in fraud will also negate the

liability shield. Martin states:

"One of the convenient things about the PREP Act is the immunity shield from liability

actually is only as good as the absence of fraud. Because if there was fraud in the

promulgation of the events, leading to an emergency use authorization, then all of the

immunity shield gets wiped out.

So the reason why it is so important for conversations like the one we're having to actually

be promoted and be advanced is because the pharmaceutical companies — and this

includes PMzer and Moderna and J&J — know they are perpetuating a fraud. The great

thing about this is when that fraud is established, 100% of the liability `ows back to them.

… when a fraud was the basis for a fraud, then we actually have a number of other legal

remedies that allow you to pierce that veil. So in the end, there's no question … and it's quite

evident based on the current mortality and morbidity data that given the fact that when it

comes to biological weapons and bioterror each count comes with $100 million penalty.

That's what the federal statute gives us.

The penalty for corporate domestic terrorism, when you have per count $100 million a pop

liabilities — that is an existential threat that takes a company like PMzer or takes a company

like Moderna out of existence. And that is what we're working for every day."

If you'd like to follow the progress of the ongoing legal cases seeking to expose the truth — that a

criminal organization is seeking to obtain control over the global population via the creation of

patented bioweapons marketed as novel viruses and injections — you can Knd all the details at

ProsecuteNow.io, a website compiled by Martin and colleagues.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,827 ratings

ORDER NOW
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We should look not only at how many will die, but also at the immense burden of ill health and medical bills for those surviving the Covid

vaccination. A steep rise in cancer, heart attacks and Parkinson is predicted. Another burden will be ASD (Autism). ASD in the US

population went up to 3,49 % in 2020. That is a 52 % rise compared to the 2,29 % in 2017.

www.upi.com/Health_News/2022/07/05/autism-spectrum-disorder-study/3721..  So how can ASD go up so fast? If that steep rise

continue, then next year (2023) it will be up to 1 in 20 persons having ASD and still the US government agencies do nothing about it. They

don't even research it, they prefer to research bio-weapons that kill us.

Then, consider how many are sickly obese there are in the US, causing diabetes and other health problems and higher medical bills. And

more then 80% have the harmful Glyphosate in their urine, said the CDC, but other studies show a much higher %. Nothing is done about

it, even we know is so harmful. All this makes me think an US health disaster is in the making. Will this lead to the downfall of the USA?

More homeless people who couldn't afford the hospitals bills? The collapse of society? ........ * * * If all this is not worse enough, the US is

still working on ways to kill more people.They are working on other bio-weapons, like Ebola in Hunter Bidens biolabs in Ukraine.

The Pentagon admitted they had 46 biolabs there, and in many countries around the world they have hundreds of labs more. Maybe they

come up with Ebola with spikes or HIV. Or spike vaccination by air. Aerosol vaccination is already proposed, and will be effective, as it's

the same way you can get covid. Or they will use food, insert the spike making mRNA or gene into the GMO food Bill Gates is growing.
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Not to mention the emotional toll of illness to individuals and families.  And what if the next bioweapon released is a spreading

vaccine that is airborne? Research is already underway for that. Also, inserting a vaccine into lettuce.
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Yes, Almond, an huge emotional burden. Yesterday I read about a professional guitarist Jeff Diamond that lost his Kngers because

of vaccination. 8 of his Kngers were amputed. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/guitarist-jeff-diamond-jj-vaccine-..  Also

horrer stories about young girls and others that lost their legs. Its all heart breaking. And you are also right about the research of

spreading airborne vaccination is already going on, and so is the research of putting vaccine into food. The US spend already far

over 10 billion dollars on the war in Ukraine, raising inqation, instead of trying to make a peace deal with Russia, and spend that

money on autism research. The money goes partly to corrupt Ukraine oligarch and several modern weapons delivered to Ukraine

were sold to other countries on the black market and even to the Russians at very high discount prices. I guess the US cares more

about oligarchs than its own people.
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"A steep rise in cancer, heart attacks and Parkinson is predicted". Forget about "predictions" Pete...we're already seeing this.
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Pete, aid to Ukraine well over 40 billion. I have heard over 60 billion but can't Knd article. Here is one that says 40 billion.

www.theamericanconservative.com/the-u-s-continues-to-bankroll-ukraine/
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anyone affected by autism. You may be interested to know about Dr. Natasha Campbell-McBride's book "Gut and Psychology

Syndrome" (GAPS). Dr. Natasha puts autism (and other arictions) down to a leaky gut. She apparently cured her own son of

autism by sticking to a strict dietary regime, all of which is explained in her book.
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Of my 3 children, my oldest is on the spectrum. Yes, it is a huge Knancial burden so much to where no more vaccines will ever be

taken in this household ever again. I must say though my oldest himself is not and will never be a burden on me. He started out

severely autistic. I got smart and started reading and gaining as much information from at times very polar opposite points of view,

compiling it all in my mind and never once jumping to any set conclusion just because so and so said so. In the end and through

this journey, I have concluded that 95 percent of the condition is in fact due to vaccinations and 5 percent is due to the

environment and diet, as removing gluten from his diet has stopped the minor seizures entirely.

His condition, as I explain to him is in no impact about him personally. I have told him there is nothing wrong with him personally.

It's a condition. That way he doesn't go through life with some false belief that he's any less of a human because he is not. And his

mind is beautiful and he's very smart. But it's very important to keep in mind, because if you don't, it leads those who have this to

either think something is wrong with them or to not listen to you at all and then side with the others and do absolutely nothing to

ever help this very dehabilitating condition.

With that said, you are absolutely correct about the condition being a burden on society. It will be the parents, not the doctors or

the govt that impose the restrictions that lead to the condition, that will foot the bill to help their kids. And it is very, very expensive

even when you go the cheapest, safest routes to recovery with the most expensive aspects are of course therapy and on the

school systems. I truly hope this is eventually addressed but I doubt it will be until it's 1 in 5 or 1 in 2 ... at which point no one on

their right mind would ever believe their genetics decoy by then.
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reb22656, I disagree. If autism was genetic, there would be a static number of people with it, not increasing exponentially. Between

more and more vaccines our children are subjected to and changes for the worse in our environment, they are exposed to many

chemicals that affect their brains at a time when they are still forming.
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Sorry reb22656, you are right, I didn't express myself well, I didn't intend to say it like that. I don't want to look down on anybody

who have autism, I see them as equal. In fact they contribute often very well to society, because they are often gifted in a special

way, like I know an autistic women who became a prof, and who advice how to deal more humane with cows, because she is very

sensitive, she understand cows. However often people with ASD need extra care, like going to school, where the majority of them

got bullied, because they are not understood.

But how can it be genetic? It was very rare a century ago, and still now much less in Europe than in the US, even they have the

same genes. Maybe it is epigenetic, because of what their (grand)mothers consumed, but there is no research by US government

done about the cause. Only by Stephanie Seneff who sees glyphosate as the main culprit. But there are other culprits. For example

polluted water: See recent news: How Military Jet Fuel Leaked Into Hawaii’s Drinking Water www.youtube.com/watch  * * * Otis,

you could be right, I was talking about this year only, but before the US spend much more money in Ukraine, like around the 2014

coup in Ukraine, Victoria Nuland gave $ 5 billion, and who knows how many billions in secret by the CIA went to the Ukraine

thieves, called oligarchs.

Later more money qowed to Ukraine, only one time that year Biden didn't want to pay out 1 billion if they didn't shut up the Ukraine

prosecutor who wanted to investigate his son Hunter Biden connection to the corrupt oligarch that stole 5 billion from the biggest

Ukraine bank. The prosecutor got Kred to please Biden.
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The DoD labs in Ukraine were key to ethnic bioweapon research. That's why they were the Krst thing targeted by Putin.

secularheretic.substack.com/.../pharmacogenomics-toxicogenomics  -

secularheretic.substack.com/p/black-and-veatch-metabiota-hunter
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All that money to Ukraine wil be back in politicians hands .....our leaders ..... It does seem we have 75,000,000 million austic in our

population 2019 or so .....just go back to see the explosion 1988 ......this was when nanotechnology was rolled out ....could this be

the Krst vaccines using this science ....   My perspective on this nightmare ...are all.these people that stupid ...or are they all

bought and paid for???? ....the second seems more likely .......Ican't remember if this video was on Mercola ....The RN Nurse who

said there were three jabs .one was saline , one was a qu shot and the last was a Covid shot ....We could be seeing much less

death than thought ...maybe .....
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Mary990, thanks for your post. One of the best I've seen on the subject - brilliant.
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Thanks Mary990 for your beautiful contribution. Yes many parents said the vaccination was the start of symptoms, usual after

high fever. But why don't all children get ASD after vaccination? So there must be other factors contributing also.
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Pete.Smith, Thank you for your input as well. The factor I think you are looking for is Candida overgrowth. I would be curious on if

any research is out there that has any sort of correlation or causation between how much gluten a person eats, the lack of good

gut bacteria, and candida overgrowth. We know there is a correlation with the probiotics and candida control, but I have yet to see

any studies which include gluten. I think they should and could very well set off an explosion of positive research. Doing so may

even raise even more awareness regarding glyphosate. Just speaking out loud, as I have far more questions than I do answers.

But in my sons particular case, the longer he goes without vaccinations or Tylenol that allows his body over a period of time to

reset back to its factory settings, helping establish proper gut qora, and the Knal factor that many tend to either overlook or may

not even be aware of is mitochondria dysfunction. For the latter, we have given high levels of OPEC (fruit pectin essentially) as a

slow and extremely safe means of both detox and mitochondria re-stabilization. He has gone from severely autistic to only mildly

autistic in the span of 2 years.

He is still autistic, but I have a boy that is happy, can express his emotions now, he is verbal now, and I worry about less and less as

each day passes. While others could view such as a burden, I believe he has taught me more than I could ever teach him and I love

him so much. I truly enjoy reading these articles and everyone's comments. I've actually been on these sites for awhile now, but

quietly just listened for quite some time and am thankful for each and every person's input as it may or may not help me, but I am

sure could eventually help another.
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Will 100 Million Die From the COVID Vax by 2028?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

David Martin, Ph.D., presents evidence that COVID-19 injections are not vaccines, but bioweapons that are being used as a form of genocide

across the global population

)

The spike protein that the COVID-19 shots manufacture is a known biologic agent of concern)

Martin believes the number that may die may have been revealed back in 2011, when the World Health Organization announced their

“decade of vaccination”

)

The objective for the decade of vaccination was a population reduction of 15% globally, which would be about 700 million people dead; in

the U.S., this may amount to between 75 million and 100 million people dying from COVID-19 shots

)

When asked what timeframe these people may die in, Martin suggested “there's a lot of economic reasons why people hope that it's

between now and 2028”

)

The projected illiquidity of the Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid programs by 2028 suggests the “fewer people who are recipients of

these programs, the better;” Martin believes this may be why people 65 and over were targeted with COVID-19 shots Krst

)
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Mary990
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Pete.Smith, through the journey I have described, what typically would happen is o would call the doctor and propose to do

something and response would be ... I don't think that could work, but it is safe and slow, so anything is worth a shot ... basically

showing no signs of objection or optimism for that matter ... and then my suggestions did help and they have improved things. I

mention gluten. How many elderly people do you know with the most horrible diets, probably ate far more gluten in their lives than

anyone in the younger generation, don't have these health issues and then ask yourself what the one changing denominator is ....

This has led me to conclude that a bad diet does not cause a condition (exceptions are heart disease and diabetes, but the

discussion here is about neurological and auto-immune like disorders), but a good diet absolutely can signiKcantly help a bad

condition. And my statement does not apply to only autism. Most of the topics on here are about general health and could

therefore apply to and help most people even if they believe themselves to be in decent health.

But I also believe that while 99 percent of all humanity has nothing but the best of intentions and we all simply have different views

to move in what we believe to be in the best interest for our health, there is likely 1 percent of people who disagree and don't want

people to remain in good health. Perhaps I am wrong, but I can Knd no other logical explanation for why to slam or discount the

very things that actually do work, merely on the basis that it is a deeper Kx that takes a longer amount of time to achieve lasting

results.
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We have probably only seen a small fraction of the full "medical" murder toll, and this could easily be at least two magnitudes

higher than the number of recorded deaths and injuries on VAERS and other drug "side"-effect recording systems! This doesn't

even include all those who died from blocked access to medical treatment, and stress caused suicides, during the lockdowns. Yes,

all the injured are/will be a signiKcant burden on the individual, family, and state, but most of them will probably be dead in under a

decade, as the detox and repair systems in their bodies progressively fail, especially as many were so stupid as to accept

boosters! Some got wise after some jabs, and refused more boosters, yet still died!

Privately, some companies had been planning to prepare for the loss of 1/3 of their work force! These jabs are probably more like

chemical/anti-personnel weapons, than biological weapons, because they probably contain no mRNA or DNA (a deliberate

misdirection), because of no Nitrogen found during recent Spectrum Analysis tests of some vial contents. The more probable,

independent discovered, illegally undocumented, dangers are, rGO, rGOH, and numerous other toxins, including tiny shards of

various metals. The Japanese state discovered metallic content in vials, so switched to use of Ivermectin, and some have

suggested that the Japanese PM was assassinated, because he allowed this, off narrative, action.
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Runrgirld
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I'm not so sure about this Mr. Martin. Are we sure he isn't controlled op?

docs.google.com/document/d/1tQoYi1Y6-HcZ8G1tPKcXOymVN6e7oXH91Bc0ewPljO..
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Yeah, so when the pandemic was Krst called, Dr M suggested everyone get off of Google. Google is now a pharma company, you

can Knd these personal attacks and defamation articles (assume the author was compensated for) written on many not playing

along with the govt narrative: Dr. Mike Yeadon also comes to mind.
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Could be. Alot of times, I have noticed that any of them use extreme fear tactics that essentially means if it doesn't happen could

potentially invalidate the 95-99 percent of people's extremely reasonable concerns, it could be controlled opposition.
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Yes! I've read this elsewhere myself! At THIS point I trust NO man! Only my maker God Lord of lords!!
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I have followed him for a while. I think he is genuine.
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I'd be leary of David Martin. He came onto the scene out of nowhere along with Stew Peters. Look for images of Martin's tattoo on his left

shoulder. They are the so called men who are propped up by the system to look like heroes but are mere tools of the system. As

Confucious states "signs and symbols rule the world, not words nor laws".
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And He wear a "Masonic" ring !?!?!?!?!?!
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Yes! Just his presence creeps me out! I DO NOT trust him!!
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Same can be said of the Dr. on Stew Peters, Dr. Ruby she is out of no where. Can Knd no history, she is wearing a wig.
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I do not trust Dr. Martin. Too many red qags. Several have posted on here about his background and connections. Just do a little

research...
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Yes! I agree! They say he's a 33rd degree mason!
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He is awesome! God bless Dr. Martin. He is helping stop the corrupt.
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Who is David E. Martin?    docs.google.com/document/d/1tQoYi1Y6-HcZ8G1tPKcXOymVN6e7oXH91Bc0ewPljO..
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A population reduction of 15% globally, about 700 million people dead; in the U.S., with about between 75 million and 100 million people

dying from COVID-19 shots. So, if the memory is working, with a population of about 320 million, losing 75 to 100 million is close to a

quarter or a third. Most of who are 50 to 60 years or older. As stated, yes, little doubt the weasels targeted those to reduce those who

have invested into SS, Medicare & Medicaid from collecting. Expensive, or a threat to possibly expose Para$itic Predator$ pay little to no

taxes, insult to injury, they get subsidized by the 'Little People." More expense to the Predator$ is when people like Doc get viliKed to

distract the real issues and causes of ill health, He & others expose.

Of major importance, his revealing the interconnectedness of the whole destructive Rockefeller/Finance/Oil/Ag/Food

Processors/Education/Medicine while providing real solutions and leads to real solutions. So, while the oldest in the States were targeted

to steal their investments, keep in mind our oldest are those few left with real herd immunity.  The last of a possible control group. More

troubling, in the reduction of 75 to 100 million Americans, The mandates forcing Jab/s on all the key infrastructures of America. Airlines,

Medical personal even the Military. Why would the Military even begin to go along with this? As the crippled sick and dying mount up

there will be little to any support mechanism. Who beneKts from such maneuvers? Ve do...the WEF & und der New Verld Order...Ja, Cinder

Klaus Schwab.
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Hi Steve, there's a law on the books since the qawed Anthrax vaccin was pushed on the US military, making it illegal for the military

to use untested shots on military personnel. THAT law was broken, representing a major misstep, eventually will be Biden's burden.

However, there's an in-your-face assumption being made: that is there is no easy way to treat the injured. This can also be mostly

qawed, as the biggest issue is the media censoring opposing views, against the narrative and most good news!

- - - - - - - - - - - - posted this the other day, suggest you may want to watch and listen closely: 95% CURE FOR COVID & POST-VAX

LONG HAULERS - DR BEEN INTERVIEWS DR BRUCE PATTERSON - www.bitchute.com/.../FBnxasXn3mMA  - main discussion is

within the Krst 45 minutes, the remainder is a slew of good Q&A. For translation, this discussion is also on Youtube:

www.youtube.com/watch  - population reduction will come from a steep decline in birthrate of nations wealthy enough to afford all

these jabs and boosters.
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The CIA and top military are, to all appearances also working together with fauci/gates et al re bio-weapon thinking and activity.

This whole endeavour, if one can call what is being done an endeavour, has long been in the pipeline as far the the eugenicists

involved are concerned. It also has strong roots in the UK as well as in the US. A very interesting talk ,if one likes a little history

about the kind of mindset that leads to what is being perpetrated.

odysee.com/@millenniumarts:b/grand-jury-2022-02-12-session-2_Kxed:9
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Always enjoy listening to the superb Dr Martin. A comment on the “700 million population reduction over a decade of vaccinations”. This

should be put in perspective rather than being qogged as another catchy headline to promote more fear, in particular for those poor souls

who took this injection as a matter of being decent humans with community spirit, which I think is a noble human trait, despite this now

being manipulated for evil. I think it would be prudent for Dr Martin, with his commendable leadership these past two years as a

whistleblower for humanity, to apply a bit more level-headed perspective (and less fear mongering also from our side’) in this.

As such, the important omitted data to appropriately consider with this fear headline of an estimated global death toll of 700 millions

from the injections, is the BIRTHRATE. It would be prudent to mention that a global population reduction of 15%, doesn’t include only one

end of the demographic curve. We KNOW fertility is HIGHLY affected in both women and men who have received this poisonous injection.

By including the (maimed & reduced) fertility rate, this more correctly addresses the population reduction overall over this decade and

should be included in the 15% reduction. This will signiKcantly reduce the stated shocking kill-off number of the adult population, as the

target is likely the unborn & fertility.

And in this way what is ahead, could perhaps be much LESS of an active kill-off of injected adults and much more active hindering

population growth by reducing live births. This fact is brushed over in this otherwise interesting interview. As such it would be fair to

stress the “desired 700 million population reduction”, would be possible through other means than shockingly killing off adults, namely

through slowing fertility. THIS WE KNOW IS A DESIRED DUAL OUTCOME OF GETTING INTO THE CHILDHOOD VACCINE PROGRAM & with

getting the liability shield. Permanent double win for the Globalist’s evil plan.
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Very good point!
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An extremely important point, NoFear. I don't really know if Dr. Martin considered this, included it, or excluded it from his seeming

"death" numbers to show "reduction". It certainly sounds like he's talking only about deaths. If you interpreted it as "included" then

he certainly should have said precisely that the reduction in pregnancies from here on accounts for x% of the 700 million

population reduction. That would have been fair treatment of the issue.  If he was talking actual premature loss of life to those

treated with the bioweapon, then that should have been made clear and the probably further reduction in population due to

infertility and impotency should have been quantiKed, or estimated. I can see this, over a period of 10 years, could be an additional

700 million or more people who just don't show up to populate the earth.
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Good point, but to reach that 15%, they will kill off a lot of adults. Before the jab, about 4 million babies were born each year. That's

only 40 million in ten years. Let's say we have half as many babies born over that time. 20 million. That leaves 55 to 80 million

excess deaths to account for in adult deaths.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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According to Dr. Daniel Nagase, Canadian doctor, 5 billion on the planet have got the mRNA vaccine. Half are women or 2.5 billion.

Of the 2.5 billion half, 1.25 billion, will or could have offspring. Dr. Nagase says any child born from a vaccinated mother will have

spike proteins. These will be passed down for many generations. "This is the magnitude of the evil we are faced with." The article

in the link is quite involved. You can scroll down to the 2 minute clip of Dr. Daniel Nagase. This link is from a commenter today

named "Beentheredonethat". paulspradbery.blogspot.com/.../parrhesia.html
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I think they are trying to knock out two birds with one stone. But I also think some of the death by vax thing may be a bit

exaggerated, if nothing else, in an attempt for them to invalidate extremely reasonable and valid safety concerns to make anyone

who questions this a quack.
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steelj
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NoFear, I don't think there's anything noble about being an authoritarian follower. In fact mindlessly following the dictates of

persuasive psychopaths is possibly the greatest cause of human misery. It's noble to question authority and always seek real truth.

I see these followers as our mortal enemies. Most wanted to force me to poison myself and punish me when I refuse. I have no

compassion or respect for any of them.
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steelj
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Nofear, good catch on the fertility angle. The same thing jumped out at me. In fact, the whole article seemed lacking credibility. I

don't know much about Dr. Martin, but based on this, I sure don't see him as "superb". First the 15% calculations are way off the

mark. This to me isn't just sloppiness. You can't put your name to such blatant failures at 4th grade math unless you're a stone

idiot. Then there's the omission of the fertility angle. A serious discussion of the depopulation agenda can't leave that out. And

anyone thinking those behind this horror show wish to save social security and medicare are beyond clueless. They are destroying

all they can that's of use to normal citizens. All evidence is they only want to hurt, not help all of us not among the elite. There's

more but that's enough dismiss this.
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Keythong
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Like otis101 mentions, it is not just the deaths and obvious injuries of people, it is also about the likely sterilisation of most jabbed,

and mutant (GMO?) Black Eyed babies, for the rest. So no more human babies from the jabbed, which will cause a far greater fall in

the human population, over time!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Dr. Martin covers everything that I've posted about; since the beginning of this psyops. The nanobot shot is changing the genetic code of

humanity! Those who die, will be the lucky ones. Unless Reiner Fuellmich and others who have worked tirelessly, from the beginning to

preserve our rights and freedoms, are able to put an end to this INSANITY - our Dystopian Nightmare is right around the corner! You

cannot sugar coat this reality.
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Stand for Health Freedom and The Children’s Health Defense are activists that empower us on a local level, as well!  We are

Kghting tyranny at the local level, but I’m very concerned about the abysmal state of our elections, especially when the voter

registration dept advocates for mail in and provisional ballots!  We the people must at least demand a national holiday for Election

Day!
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Moony; yes, there are many individuals and groups Kghting to take back our fundamental rights and freedoms. Unfortunately, they

are up against a formidable opponent. The WHO, WEF and UN have governments around the world and the global corporations all

working for them. They have all the Money, Power and Control. The sad fact, is that elections are rigged...they've always been

rigged. They love to give the naive masses the 'illusion' of choice and it's worked very well for them. Just as Vanguard and

Blackrock own most of the companies on the planet - Coke/Pepsi, Heinz/Campbells, etc.; they own them all! They get richer, no

matter what you buy. P.S. CHD has had some really important videos, lately; including the WHO's latest virtual meeting. Listening to

that one for only 10 minutes tells me all I need to know about what's coming!
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Thanks for the response. I’ve been concerned with the lack of election integrity for a while also, but I do have a sense of hope

when we interact with politicians on a local and state level. There are some and it really only takes a small percent (10%) to have a

major effect in this world! Please don’t give up hope, that is exactly how they’ve gotten this far. It’s a psyop over our thought

control! We win in the end.
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So do all the governments around the world pushing the vaccines know what is going on and they're all in on it? Sweden doesn't appear to

be. The world population is not continuing to explode, but has actually been reducing, but obviously not quick enough for the narcissistic

criminal global elite. Of course I don't agree with forced depopulation, but so far, the criminals are achieving what they want, but why

couldn't they push a more humane way to achieve their agender, such as free contraception, vasectomies, and tubal ligation for people to

use their free will, without being murdered and given diseases. But that's how a narcissistic brain works, which thrives on control without

empathy.
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Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM
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"to achieve their agender" ? Pun? the preKx ' a ' meaning 'no' as in a-musement - no musement - musement=thinking. No thinking.

a-gender= no gender. That is certainly one way to depopulate the earth. In this last week alone [ and I rarely leave my house ] I have

seen 3 obvious females in various stages of transitioning to a male with clearly deKned breasts hips etc and beards. One of these [

at Petco ] now has NO breasts. Clearly they will not be reproducing - which is probably a good thing.
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All of the reproductive strategies you’ve mentioned are paid by our insurance premiums and many are free at the local planned

parenthood, which is why “overpopulation” is another lie!
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It's obvious massive evil is afoot. Beyond that it gets murkier. Motives we can mostly just speculate, assisted by past

pronouncements that we'd be foolish not to take seriously.

GoldCoaster, as to why they would go straight to murder, involuntary sterilization, and mass disease rather than persuasion, it

could be they think it unlikely persuasion would work. If they try that and it fails, they've tipped their hand. Then it would be more

obvious what's really going on when they use their current tactics. I don't know what they're thinking, but this is a likely possibility.
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rrealrose
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READ Agenda 2030 from the UN: here's a link, and you can download the entire article in the right sidebar -"Transforming our

world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development" - https://sdgs.un.org/2030agenda  PREAMBLE - This Agenda is a plan of

action for people, planet and prosperity. It also seeks to strengthen universal peace in larger freedom. We recognise that

eradicating poverty in all its forms and dimensions, including extreme poverty, is the greatest global challenge and an

indispensable requirement for sustainable development.
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All countries and all stakeholders, acting in collaborative partnership, will implement this plan. We are resolved to free the human

race from the tyranny of poverty and want and to heal and secure our planet. We are determined to take the bold and

transformative steps which are urgently needed to shift the world onto a sustainable and resilient path. As we embark on this

collective journey, we pledge that no one will be left behind. The 17 Sustainable Development Goals and 169 targets which we are

announcing today demonstrate the scale and ambition of this new universal Agenda.

They seek to build on the Millennium Development Goals and complete what these did not achieve. They seek to realize the human

rights of all and to achieve gender equality and the empowerment of all women and girls. They are integrated and indivisible and

balance the three dimensions of sustainable development: the economic, social and environmental. The Goals and targets will

stimulate action over the next Kfteen years in areas of critical importance for humanity and the planet:
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I tend to believe the majority of government oacials, as it goes with anyone for that matter, are simply relying on those who claim

to have greater expertise than they do on the matter. I believe many of them could potentially just be led astray and are simply not

be being told what is actually going on in the world. Or maybe they are fully aware, but I want to think that many don't know. I could

be wrong of course.
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It goes back far beyond 2011. In my non ivy league educated opinion this 'vaccination' scam has been in the works going back at least 70

plus years and perhaps more. There is no such thing as a population problem. The laws of nature control birth and death. When these self

proclaimed morons who have Billions decide to push Mother Nature aside and appoint themselves masters of this Planet it's like that old

TV commercial that had Mother Nature saying 'It's not nice to fool Mother Nature'.

There is no person on this planet who has the intelligence to outsmart the laws of nature and our maker. You can deny the existence of

GOD but what you cannot deny is the existence of pure evil. The question that need be addressed is how much longer will this idiocy

continue. I don't have the answer but rest assured a mega re-set, realignment is on the way and these Elites who want a mega genocide

are going to get something they fear the most. Don't anger Mother Nature!
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We are in this evil BECAUSE we’ve denied our creator but don’t lose faith! God is faithful to those who put their trust and knowledge

in HIM.
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It's not a prediction. It's PLANED! The death rate "prediction" has been on the UN's website for YEARS. I've been posting the link on this

website for years. They used to have a graph to depict the past and predicted death rates. Now they just have a number for each 5 year

segment, but the values have not changed. They had us reducing death rates up until Obama Care. That's when I started posting it on this

website. The death rate continues to climb to 10.6 per 1000 until 2050.

It doesn't go down then. It just levels off. The question I've been asking for 10 years is how they know what the death rates are going to be

with such accuracy? The sharp bump we had in deaths for 2021 was predicted over 10 years ago. 2022 though 2030 is predicted to be

worse than 2021. This isn't by accident. This is planned! Here's a link to the UN's database: data.un.org/Data.aspx  Remember, the UN is

all part of the WHO and WEF. Trump was going to remove us from all 3.
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They know the death rates are climbing due to decades of their toxic agriculture, industrial pollutions and vaccines! No need for

any crystal ball!
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The Jab/s are retroactive abortions being decided by Para$itic Predator$.
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After watching this, what can I say but thank God for Dr. Martin. I was already familiar with him, and he never disappoints. Beyond words!!
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You better do your research on him! He's NOT who you think he is!!
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Quote: "Other populations at risk are caregivers, including health care providers, and others in the workforce who were forced to be

injected, such as pilots." Why did the foolish health care providers take the shot? I have not understood that from the beginning. They are

still the biggest advocates for it and obviously they have observed the downsides from day one. Reading Mercola, I never for a minute

considered taking the death shot and knew it was a gene therapy before it was released. So why did health care providers not know? They

are the ones who are supposed to be reading the labels and knowing about interactions, side-effects of anything we take. Are they all

paid off? Brain-washed? Care less about their life than about their paycheck?

So confusing. My personal circle of friends is full of people with blood clots and previously in remission cancers that have now taken over

their bodies. And yet all these people look shocked when I mention the shot as a possible cause and defend the health care providers

who are giving them any and every excuse but the shot. And truthfully even with pilots, lots of them knew and refused. The ones who took

it often did so after bonus payments of $5,000 to $10,000 by United and other airlines. If Southwest pilots knew to protest, why didn't the

others join forces and they would have been free from the demand in about a week of shutting down the qights by refusing. One

wonders....
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The true exercise is in raising awareness. Many of your friends appear to have qunked that test. Now expand that concept out to

the business community and world in general...you quickly see many failings.
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Mass formation psychosis, instilled by a “problem”resulting in fear and anxiety, and then the “solution” that is “safe and effective”.

Then, “variants” to keep the fear and anxiety in motion, Read Mattias Desmet’s excellent book, “The Psychology of Totalitarianism”.

Reading this book has helped me understand how so many I know — well educated, successful people, have been impacted in a

way that their critical thought process had qown out the window.
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Hi, I worked in healthcare as a registered respiratory therapist for three decades, including the Krst year of the plandemic. I took

care of deathly ill patients with systemic micro blood clots to every organ. People as you young as 22! Whenever I asked

pulmonologists about what was going on, they all said, “this is what we are seeing,” multi system organ failure, strokes and

pulmonary embolisms from the micro thrombi, many disguised under the “classic” pneumonia BS! After much reqection, there is

NO SURPRISE they went along with the covid scam because they all went right along with the qu shot scam! My Krst year in

practice, I was warned and received my Krst respiratory illness.

I was informed I would now have lasting immunity and would rarely become ill with respiratory illnesses now that I’ve established

natural immunity! This is also what I learned in my microbiology, immunology, anatomy and physiology classes at the local medical

school university. Immunology 101. I also learned how our bodies thwart off pre cancerous cells via an intact immune system and

the natural inclination toward homeostasis. The entire medical establishment has allowed mandatory qu shots, against everything

we were taught and KNOW. This has obviously paved the way for the covid plandemic. Too many healthcare workers are caught in

the hubris trap of false Fauci dogma and attack dissident voices who know best to question the paid for “science!”

They ignore the facts that hundreds of thousands of ppl die every year from their doctrines, whilst they make a buck and that the

US has the highest infant mortality in all industrialized nations! Now we are witnessing the controlled demolition of the sick care

system, on purpose. It’s long overdue and ironically, now, we have no choice but to embrace the long awaited and ancient holistic

health that has sustained humanity for millennia! Godspeed to humanity! Much respect for Dr, David Martin!
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One reason some health care providers took the vaccine is they were coerced at threat of losing their job. A more disturbing

reason falls under the category of mass formation. The work of Mattias Desmet on this is quite informative.
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I guess if a person takes it, it creates a very signiKcant amount of cognitive dissonance that they choose to not even deal with.
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Marago,   I take issue with most of Desmet’s book. I’m still reading it and have too many critiques as to his biases. He comes

across naive in his dissertations regarding his own Keld of study, while at the same time regards psychology as the way out of this

mess we’re in.    I think we’ve been manipulated into mass “psychosis” due to psychology.   What humanity needs right now is the

reemergence of our spiritual nature. Something that cannot be placed into the boxes of “mechanistic” or scientiKcally proven

thought forms.
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between 75- 100 million in the US alone? I can't even wrap my head around that. Don't tell me anyone in Washington got the shot. No.

Besides a couple of doctors came out earlier this year and said they were all getting IVERMECTIN. Notice how none of them have side

effects or die? AOC said she got it to blame Florida after her vacation here. BS  Here's a question: when they kill us all off who is going to

pick up the garbage, cook their meals, clean their houses, nanny their spoiled kids, on and on/ Oh, wait i know, the cheap labor of illegals.

Notice how NONE of them have to get it?
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When we take into consideration that we’ve known for at least three decades that the medical industrial complex kills at least

250,000 people every year! That number is GROSSLY underestimated! At this point, I would estimate, easily one million/yr.! That’s

at least 30 million over the passed 30 years. Add this obvious, poisoned and known experimental jab and all bets are now off the

table and over the charts.
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There’s nothing therapeutic about these shots—they’re not “gene therapy.” They’re gene experiments.
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well said!
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And the Twilight Zone gets even more mysterious than it was before ...
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I agree!!
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The lack of transparency (all the stuff they never tell you - lies by omission) and full disclosure (who is paying you?) are two drivers for my

research and investigation. Dr. David Martin and the patents - they "pull back the curtain" on so much of the Covid-19 narrative. Dr. David

Martin, like so many other "truth illuminators" get my "Toto" award.  "On one is going to give you the education you need to overthrow

them." ~ Linus  www.dropbox.com/.../peanuts.jpg
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Genocide is as old as human history. The Armenians were tied to trees and the trees set on Kre. The Jews were sent to gas chambers.

The Rwandan Hutu killed nearly a million Tutsi with machetes. These "vaccines" are a weapon. Abortion is a weapon. Starvation is a

weapon. Weapons to control and cull the population. They want us divided and unarmed. Uvalde was orchestrated murder to erode public

support for 2nd Amendment and disarm the population, which never ends well.  They want to reduce or even eliminate our sovereignty.

They want a monopoly over the use of force. mistermicawber.substack.com/p/dear-s-a-letter-to-my-ex-pat-sister?r=11..
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Katzen, THANK YOU so much for sharing that article! He expresses so thoughtfully & in an organized way, both things I suspected

(and he gives some evidence for) as well as things I never thought about (ie the historic genocidal nature of governments & the

numbers speciKc governments have slaughtered after disarming their populace).
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Yes, Katzen, a slight departure from the threat of the jab, but a welcome expose' on Uvalde.
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Katz, thank you so much for sharing this link... I had already switched sides on this issue, but now feel more empowered to defend

my position and enlighten others who think we shouldn't be able to arm ourselves.
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Including premature death, sterility and sudden expiration -- the shots come in 3 qavours: placebo, slow-kill & fast-kill -- the loss to

humanity will be 1 to 2 billion. Not a bad thing, but the cabal could have used Knancial and birth-control incentives to achieve the same

result, and survived. Currently they are Knished and trials of their minions are pending. Lead lawyer is Reiner Fuellmich, who won massive

damages from Volkswagen Motors for their emissions scam.
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If that many people drop dead over the next few years that alone would cause economic collapse along with a gigantic ecological

disaster by way of piles of corpses; pew, yuck! This fecal show is nearly a comedy masterpiece in the making. I know I’m getting a good

laugh at how ridiculous it’s all become, it’s seriously stupid!
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Remember back when many of us said, "I think I will just sit back and observe how this vaxination thing goes for a while?" We are

now starting to look pretty smart. I wonder how much "buyer's remorse is out there.  Disease from lack of sanitation is a realistic

possibility that has happened in many previous epidemics.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/16/2022 4:38:24 AM
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Invest in a funeral home.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/16/2022 7:42:36 AM
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, but it is the laughter that precedes a mental breakdown. This is going to get seriously unfunny.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/16/2022 8:28:00 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Invest in a funeral home" Perhaps there is a better silver lining to the cloud.

beyondthedash.com/blog/funeral-planning/human-composting-new-remains-h..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/16/2022 8:49:28 AM
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solarincome
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:36:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's the Overlords version of sarcasm.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/16/2022 11:48:16 AM
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mic6810
Joined On 2/10/2015 2:42:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It would be telling to research who had the foresight to invest in the tools/means needed to deal with the end results of the

worldwide mass murder.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/16/2022 1:06:48 PM
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, every sanitation possibility could happen; #1 no water/no qushing toilet nor washing dishes #2 No access to fuel/no trash

pu #3 bacteria and rodent infestation #4 return of bubonic plague and other diseases #5 burning trash creates foul air #6 burning

grandma and uncle Ted in the backyard even worse air health for all. #7 streams, smaller rivers, large rivers and all bodies of water

will be overrun and soiled by the sick and dying. Wild animal bites and rabies could become more common. It’ll be a mess for sure-

I thought about investing in End of Life svc’s also. It’ll become the hot stock like Microsoft LOL

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/16/2022 6:40:52 PM
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clones
Joined On 6/20/2012 10:06:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Catherine Austin Fitts has said when she learned $21 trillion had disappeared from the US in the early 2000's, they were going to have to

kill people before they learned of the theft and the emptying of pension funds.  Everything in the world is an offer (even if it doesn't look

like an offer), don't accept the offer, silence is acquiesce, and considered tacit acceptance.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, thank you, thank you. You are so accurate in saying everything is an OFFER by PRESENTMENT. If I mail (proper service)

you a bill for $10,000 and you ignore it and laugh at it, in 30 days it cures and you owe that debt! I may not be able to collect it but

it's still legally owed and I can ruin your credit if I feel like it. Of course I would never do such a thing but you are correct that

silence and inaction is acquiescence.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/16/2022 11:26:34 AM
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Caution: Some readers might Knd the following upsetting ... but should read it anyway. paulspradbery.blogspot.com/.../parrhesia.html

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/16/2022 8:34:54 AM
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Been there, thanks for the link. A lot of good information. I am going to post your link elsewhere today. In your link there is a short

video clip by Dr. Daniel Nagase of Canada. I would encourage people to watch this. A couple of minutes.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Thanks Otis, that is very short but shocking video, everybody should see it
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good read, sad read. 2/3 of my family are clot shot. The clotters don’t much speak to the free bloods; they still think they’re above

us spreaders. A friends daughter actually took a jab while pregnant; I’m deKnitely keeping an ear open for that continuing story

These young ppl seem hypnotized to hear and obey the propaganda. I don’t get it.
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mercolizing
Joined On 3/4/2013 12:45:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love Greg Hunter's channel. Thank you Dr. Mercola for sharing another truth maverick. (like yourself). The world needs to hear this until

we all get it. Dr. Martin and many others like you and Greg are brave, courageous and powerful voices. THANK YOU THANK YOU
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lew Rockwell has a lot to speculate this morning about Ivana Trump's recent demise, via this Allan Stevo essay, "Frankenstein’s Monster:

Did the Shot Kill Ivana?" "www.lewrockwell.com/2022/07/allan-stevo/frankensteins-monster-did-the-..
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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Thank you for the article
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

grulla, I am sure you are like me and look forward to the daily articles from lewrockwell.com. This article you link to is another in

many great articles by writers featured by Lew Rockwell. Here is a quote from this article and one that could go a long way in

stopping this worldwide bio-weapon vaccine. "Only one thing can save President Trump's daily growth in culpability: an admission

of guilt and a public apology for ever claiming the vaccine safe and effective."
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

principia-scientiKc.com/hospitals-are-covering-up-baby-deaths-by-crem..  Hospitals Are Covering Up Baby Deaths By Shipping Them

Directly To Crematorium Published on July 15, 2022 Johnny O'Looney, funeral home director.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So the compliant sheeple, aka useful idiots, are the ones being given the lethal injections, while the rebellious ones willing to question

and challenge authority by refusing the jabs are the ones mostly to survive and thrive? Seems that would not in the best interest of the

would be overlords.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You need to think selKshly. They might be planning to kill all the useless eaters. Then, they will take their pick of the healthy

remaining to serve them. Almost all the non compliant will reject their offer but they only need a small percentage to enslave for

their needs.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brianallen1, For a moment there I thought you were saying they were going to take their pick of the healthy to serve... as dinner!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jackoroni: that, too. You never know. To Serve Man WAS a cookbook.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Twilight Zone
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting is it not that these captured "government" agencies NEVER say anything about proper sleep, exercise, controlling your weight,

eating PROPERLY (No junk food!!) - Garbage in = Garbage out (Old IT saying) . NO, none of that!! its fear fear fear which is stress stress

stress = sickness and a depressed immune system! And let us Kll you with poison that WE say is good for you! EVIL! This is pure evil! And

as a side note, if I see one more person out walking (shuring) like a zombie with "plugs" (wireless (RF)) ear "buds" stuck in their head,

shuring along, unaware of the world around them , I'm going to jam that "smart phone" up their nose!

That is putting non-ionizing (RF) energy right into their brains. "Blu-Tooth" is just non-ionizing radiation (RF) at 2.4GHz! RF decays

(roughly) at the square of the distance (the Inverse square law). HOWEVER! - Because the distance is for all intent and purpose 0, with

these "ear buds" - the energy being pumped into the brain is approximately = to the power transmitted from the "smart?????" phone to the

blue tooth head plugs. - That's N-O-T a good thing. I have pretty much given up trying to educate folks - And as an electrical engineer

(Emphasis on RF and Radar, BSEE, 1974) frankly I've just about given up.

I just avoid the shuring zombies because they are NOT watching where they are going! PLEASE if you are using "wireless" - Blu tooth -

"ear buds" - STOP!!!! If you want to use "wireless" head phones - use headphones - that will at least put the RF source further away. The

BEST idea is to limit your RF exposure as much as possible, from phones, "blu-tooth", routers and so forth. as our bodies were never

designed to swim in an RF soup. God Bless, stay safe, stay strong, and ride with JC - he's our "Buddy Christ".
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

100 million by 2028 will not satisfy New World Order objectives. They'll have to kill billions with starvation.
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Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't see this as a reality. Do you realize the obesity problem here in the US?
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BrianDossDMD
Joined On 4/18/2022 7:24:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You also can’t forget that there are 26 million more baby boomers than there are GEN Xers because of birth control and abortion. The

death rate in the United States has actually been going up for the last 10 years because of this, and the government doesn’t want that

massive shift of wealth coming to us so they’re trying to get every penny of it they can to keep us working and paying taxes and to not

admit that they created all this problem to begin with!!!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian, I skip by you far too quickly but have too. While multi-tasking, such as munching, scrolling, and reading I Knd your avatar

photos....
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only reason they want you to pay taxes is to make you THINK they need them. "The Federal Government, with the cooperation

of the Federal Reserve, has the inherent power to create money--almost any amount of it." ~ The National Debt, Federal Reserve

Bank of Philadelphia, p. 8 ALMOST? Why only ALMOST? What keeps them from creating ALL they want? You? Me? Your dog? A full

moon? "...Keynes argues that inqation is a 'method of taxation' which the government uses to 'secure the command over real

resources, resources just as real as those obtained by [ordinary] taxation'.

'What is raised by printing notes, ' he writes, is just as much taken from the public as is a beer duty or an income tax.' " - 1980

Annual Report, Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, pg 10 "All the paper money issued today is Federal Reserve notes. The real

backing for the nation's money is faith in the strength, soundness and stability of the American economy." ~ The Hats the Federal

Reserve Wears, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, pg 4 Faith is what backs our monetary system.

YOUR faith. Do you still have faith? "When plunder has become a way of life for a group of men living together in society, they

create for themselves in the course of time a legal system that authorizes it and a moral code that gloriKes it." ~ Frederic Bastiat =

"The Law" "Lenin is said to have declared that the best way to destroy the capitalist system was to debauch the currency.

By a continuing process of inqation, governments can conKscate, secretly and unobserved, an important part of the wealth of their

citizens." ~ 1980 Annual Report, Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, pg 6 Isn't conKscation of the wealth of the citizens a nice way

of saying STEALING? Federal Reserve Notes are not federal, represent no monetary reserves and no longer conform to the

deKnition of notes. Failing to state who, will pay what, when or to whom - they ceased to be legal tender notes, (offers of money)

over 50 years ago
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Be prepared to protect your family, property, food and water reserve
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think it is reasonable to assume the airline industry and medical care systems are collapsing before our eyes. I would have a great many

concerns about qying nowadays or needing to rely on standard medical care. Think about what this would look like. A world without

airlines, railroads, ferries and other public transportation--in all the industries where vaxination was a condition for employment. A world

without hospitals, trauma centers, nursing homes and ambulance drivers--medical workers had to be vaxed or lose their jobs. Many

prescription drugs are already in short supply. Even if you can get a doctor's appointment (and assuming it is even helpful), you may not

be able to obtain (or afford) needed medications.

These are not the only industries collapsing... A world without supermarkets and maybe not even family farmers (losing their farms).

Industries such as farm equipment dealers going bankrupt. A world without schools--teachers had to get jabbed, too. A world without

prisons and police... You call 911 and there is no response. There is already a shortage of prison workers due to vax requirements. Labor

shortages will increase as people become ill or die. Your local hardware store may close, too. The fuel situation worsens. What will you

do without gas for your car, truck or farm equipment... tires and replacement parts for repairs?

The ongoing domino effect of one collapsing industry impacting another. What is your plan to take care of yourself and your family? The

talking head-economists tell us the worst is over and there will be no recession. I don't believe it. 2 things underlie an economic recovery.

People need to be working and earning a livable wage. People need nutritious and affordable food. The solutions are now multi-faceted

and no longer linear. Systems will continue to fail. Until there is a total collapse, nothing will be rebuilt from the ground up.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The EU Central Bank just put another part of the Knancial collapse plan into effect w/ no holds barred in bonds sales. The US arm

of that thing will follow. Bottom up rebuilding? Not sure the Lord is going to postpone his judgment on those destroying the earth

for that. Probably how the man of sin will come to power & be received by the majority on the broad way.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Just think of how governments want to eliminate animals on family farms, yet also make fertilizer unavailable to grow crops.

Manure is the traditional fertilizer. The agenda is starvation. Here are some alternatives we have used. A backyard gardener has

many more options than big ag. Make sure everything except the food wastes that you bury are well-broken up. (Break it with a

shovel if large chunks.) Bury garden wastes and food wastes once a day under garden pathways. The following year, your

pathways become your planting rows.

Spent mushroom blocks, often avail free if you haul large quantities--you may also Knd gourmet mushrooms sprouting in your

garden the following year. Sawdust piles from logs or raw lumber, but not cedar. Mint straw. Fish heads and wastes, esp. buried

under grape vines. Also, clam or oyster shells which break down totally in about 3 years. Grass clippings after mowing. Rotted hay

bales. And, of course, manure from cleaning out the barn or chicken coop. Just about anything organic if well-decomposed.

Think of it as worm food. There are a few lessons here. You do not need to be dependent on the big ag industry to grow a bountiful

garden. You do not need to spend a lot of money on fertilizer. You can be qexible and resourceful. Much of what you need is

already close at hand or readily available. You can feed yourself or contribute signiKcantly--people have done so for millenia. The

real revolution is not the rioting in the streets, but what is occurring in the backyard home gardens and pantries.
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Clif High warned us, last year, about the collapse of Airline Industry !!!!!!
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Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree it's likely to get ugly. I am going to be honest and say I have never in my entire life ever carried an aspiration to learn to

churn butter. But it's 2022 and here we are ...
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dbroonie
Joined On 4/28/2022 4:09:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You were doing great, till you went off the rails with abortion: where is YOUR outrage over the violence done to a Human being in utero?!!!

how many MILLIONS of children had to be BUTCHERED so the abortion industry could get unfathomably rich on their stem cells and

organs, before YOU admit that a holocaust IS ALREADY HAPPENING IN OUR MIDST?!! for the last 50 years!!! The fact is: it is that very

culture of death that made PERMISSIBLE and PALATABLE these other atrocities!!!
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truthseeker7771
Joined On 10/23/2016 10:19:45 PM
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Chlor ine dio xide kit does detox the effects from the v a xx.
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Khmcgo
Joined On 7/17/2022 7:23:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ok all you Anti-vaxxers, we are all going to die someday. You can walk out on the street and get struck by a car and die. Save your breath

and stop saying that the vaccine is a killer shot!!
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deeinacan
Joined On 7/22/2015 8:33:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm skeptical that people will wake up. The brainwashing goes deep. I still hear people saying they trust the science. And anytime

someone dies from the jab, it gets blamed on something else.
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM
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With 700 million people dead; in the U.S, where are they going to Knd the cannon fodder to Kght their petroleum wars?
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM
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If you got the jab, you are on the highway to death. How many will die by a certain date is an unknown factor at this time. I suspect ALL

that have been jabbed will die, some a lot sooner then they would have under normal circumstances. But if you were to look at all cause

mortality, I bet those jabbed will be dying of cancer and other ailments more so than those from automobile accidents.
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jdarnall64
Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well now, Bill Gates has been professing this need for some time now. He in fact has been one of the most open evil drivers of this

horrible movement. I guess we will have to leave it to God to judge him. We will.be dead already. It also.should remind us all just how evil

many world leaders are.
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Catlu1732
Joined On 12/31/2021 9:45:00 PM
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Here are my thoughts. Medicare and SS are running out because our government, all administrations of them, have used that money

when they shouldn't have. The WEF have billions, and once THEY are 'taken out' I think their money should go to the injured and families

of the deceased, and used to reKll Medicare and SS. I'm still wanting to know what happened to the lawsuit Kled by the UK attorney at the

International Criminal Court. I can't ask the UK attorney, but the American attorney, somebody Renz is involved. I guess I need to email his

oace.

And last but not least. There is another 'reporting' site for family that has been killed....yes, killed, by the hospitals using the remdesivir

protocol (and they have quickened their kill time now)(MY opinion is because people are catching on and trying to get it stopped through

the courts so they want to kill them quicker before that happens). Anyway, found the info in a 7-11-22 Epoch Times article 'We Are Going

to Get Justice' Families Unite to Call Out Questionable Protocols That Led to Deaths. The site is FFFF FormerFedsGroup Freedom

Foundation. But the website is formerfedsgroup.org
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry, your belief in any federal agency "running out of money" isn't based in reality. "The Federal Government, with the cooperation

of the Federal Reserve, has the inherent power to create money--almost any amount of it." ~ The National Debt, Federal Reserve

Bank of Philadelphia, p. 8 ALMOST? Why only ALMOST? What keeps them from creating ALL they want? You? Me? Your dog? A full

moon "All the paper money issued today is Federal Reserve notes. The real backing for the nation's money is faith in the strength,

soundness and stability of the American economy." ~ The Hats the Federal Reserve Wears, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia,

pg 4 "Lenin is said to have declared that the best way to destroy the capitalist system was to debauch the currency.

By a continuing process of inqation, governments can conKscate, secretly and unobserved, an important part of the wealth of their

citizens." ~ 1980 Annual Report, Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, pg 6 Isn't conKscation of the wealth of the citizens a nice way

of saying STEALING? Federal Reserve Notes are not federal, represent no monetary reserves and no longer conform to the

deKnition of notes. Failing to state who, will pay what, when or to whom - they ceased to be legal tender notes, (offers of money)

over 50 years ago.
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canary_ingoldmine
Joined On 12/5/2021 8:19:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look into heavy metals and autism spectrum disorders. Aluminum and others in vaccines, chem trails, pesticides, scented anything, air

fresheners, etc. As for why all vaccinated children don't end up with ASD, it makes sense that we all come into the world with different

levels of prenatal exposure and into different environments. Metals don't necessarily migrate to the same place with everyone, every

time. Sometimes they're elsewhere causing tics or anxiety maybe. I also parented a child on the spectrum. It's a huge challenge in every

way imaginable. But at 35, she's a wonderfully, independent, creative, lovely individual. And you'd be hard pressed to tell she's "different "

other than her healthy skepticism of the medical system and conventional thinking in general. I feel blessed to have been entrusted with

her care and keeping. But I was really tired for quite a few years too, lol!
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murphy4trees
Joined On 7/16/2022 10:12:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Martin is a cabal insider... When you hear something that doesn't sound right, start paying careful attention rather than just blow it off.

Martin is a big shot in international Knance. He works hand in hand with monied interests that run the world. That's what he does for a

living. Secondly, he claims the world's ills are not due to the malevolence of the international bankers, but instead it is the life insurance

companies and executives that are at the real root of all evil. That just sits wrong and is the clearest evidence that he is a cabal insider

planting deliberate misinformation.

Thirdly, I know a scientist that checked Martin's claims that Sars CoV-2 had been patented, and the patents do not match. Last but not

least, if you go to his wife's Facebook page there is a photo of Martin with the Eye of Horus tattooed on his shoulder. They always reveal

themselves. They cannot deny and they must reveal themselves by their own code. It's surprising that Mercola gets fooled by such

deceivers. When the time comes and this mess gets straightened out, Martin and his ilk should be tried for crimes against humanity and

if found guilty, EXECUTED!
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Joined On 12/25/2012 3:44:06 PM
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I'm now convinced that at least 1/3 of American adults are full-blown conspiracy theorists.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PathNotes, that is wonderful! I hope you are right as the difference between conspiracies and the truth being exposed is a very

short time these days.
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Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm convinced that 1/3 of Americans, whether right or wrong, have an ability to critique and analyze information that may or may

not jive with what a TV tells them to think.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM
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Proven one too many times..conspiracy realists! Look into the 1975 Church Committee!
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mky32022
Joined On 6/25/2015 10:27:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YOU ASK......What's the difference between a conspiracy theorist and the truth? 21 days or so.
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are conspiracy THEORIES, and there are conspiracies. Seems to me that there is a LOT going on in the way of

CONSPIRACIES right now. No theory about it.
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hen6538
Joined On 11/30/2018 12:50:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

this is just plain awesome. there is nothing to do except pray to God.  I have taken jab twice. these people will not have much to say when

they face almighty God. they are going to burn.    Thanks for A      Great artical.   PCH
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mourningwarbler
Joined On 7/24/2009 3:16:05 PM
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Hundred million US citizens dying, while many non-citizens are crossing the southern border. Weird.
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CourageousLion
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NON VACCINATED non citizens.
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DeadDogWorms
Joined On 5/30/2020 6:30:04 PM
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COVID-19 will fade into the background and some new creations or crises will frighten most into some other jab, or something else that is

detrimental to your life.....!    COVID-19 was a screwup, it got out before they were ready.
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Jackaroni
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There is always some new crisis waiting in the background just in case the Krst crisis didn't do the job!
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WernerB
Joined On 7/13/2022 6:21:09 PM
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I think every person who has been C jabbed will die prematurely, and the more jabs, the sooner it will happen. At least we will be rid of

some of the "evil ones" who somehow got left out of the "this will kill you so don't take it" loop. Too bad that won't include Fraudci. but

thankfully it will include Trump and his miserable relatives.
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cpowers1948
Joined On 10/12/2013 4:08:11 PM
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Do you really think that Fauci and all his goons including Biden, Trudeau are actually jabbed?
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Killing a lot of old Americans would sure help the solvency of social security. But to think they're trying to save SS is ridiculous.

EVERYTHING that's happening is destructive to the U.S. economically, morally, and in every other way. They'd love to see social security

go broke sooner, not later. Any beneKts to Social Security or ANYTHING that might help Americans is, to them, an undesirable side effect

of what they're doing. IOW, they wish it didn't help SS to kill old people, but they have to accept that, much as they hate it.
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Durango
Joined On 12/22/2010 9:42:27 PM
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Someone needs to work and pay into S.S.
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jkellington
Joined On 1/19/2011 11:10:39 AM
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For most of you this is a stupid question - is it the mRNA delivery that is dangerous (Moderna and PKzer) or the spike protein used

(Moderna, PKzer, J&J, Astra Zeneca)?
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A complete, documented explanation of how the bioweapon jabs came about -

secularheretic.substack.com/.../vaccines-or-bioweapons-part-1  secularheretic.substack.com/.../vaccines-or-bioweapons-part-2

 secularheretic.substack.com/.../vaccines-or-bioweapons-part-3
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Hi Krofter, what's been bothering me for some time is the inquence and partial salary that DARPA or the DOD pays to Dr Fauci. This

mRNA technology languished, it sat around for nearly 20 years with no one interested in pursuing it as it had been deemed too

dangerous for use in humans. Then around 2007 or 2008 (during or immediately after the last great recession), DARPA got

interested, and started supporting its development for military purposes. Without this interest, most of what we are seeing today

would never have come up and into the light. Do you know how this Kts in with Pharma's thread of skewing the laws and their

subsequent liabilities?
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wish I could say it's exactly this or that, but I can't. I can only try and connect the dots. Right now the dots indicate a lot of

connection to a very old, very deeply ingrained hierarchy running the show behind the scenes. This hierarchy has been inKltrating

positions of government and industry around the world for a very long time - including the DoD. This would be similar to how

Schwabs WEF has done the same thing for many years. And yes, they are a part of it. I'm currently working on a series that goes

into all of this. Just published the Krst one a few hours ago. The next one will get more to the meat of the matter.

secularheretic.substack.com/p/aaron-schwartz-julian-assange-edward
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rrealrose
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Thanks! I read or listened to someone talking about Dr Fauci's involvement somewhere last fall. May have been one of the

interviews for RFK Jr's book rollout, do not remember anymore. Its a sketchy arrangement, highly remunerative, and may be more

important than all the laws, guidelines and rules that were broken to roll out this dangerous clot/kill shot.
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vio7642
Joined On 9/27/2021 3:48:06 PM
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The corrupt media is now sounding fear about BA.5. November midterms are approaching and the Communists in Progressive clothing

are planning something special.....
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Locally I have heard all the ramping up of psa's (we the people funded) and local dhs spewing same narrative as before that the

injections are best protection and that the non injected are more likely than injected to be infected. They continue to say this

because they CAN and will continue because there is nary a smidgen of enforced accountability anywhere to be seen. Nothing

changes until it does..
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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The only thing is that we are on to them. Anything that they try to pull will be transparent. I'm so angry right now that Pedo Pete

Brandon is over there in the middle east kissing UAR fannies for oil. ITS OUR MONEY he's groveling with. Despicable.
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I bought stock in a funeral services company last winter. It's one of the few stocks lately that is doing very well.
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brodiebrock12
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friend of mine says he has made money there too...what a world
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aorist
Joined On 4/23/2010 11:35:39 AM
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Karen Kingston said the patents show the Krst patent was part of the bio weapons and probably release by air or another source.
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like they are releasing bio mosquitoes in Florida.
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jointloc
Joined On 7/7/2022 12:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No-one's mentioning the 6G jab ! The 5G mm waves 25Gb and over make the toxin far more deadly ( deaths) because it reduces your

glutathione levels !
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jointloc
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Timeline's a buggar. This is July 16th and he faced court on July 6th ? Where is the follow-up?
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scraps
Joined On 12/21/2010 3:45:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brilliant work sir and all involved! Keep up the good work. Most people don't want to hear this, especially if they've been jabbed, but it has

to come out in the open so we can bury the Big Drug criminals and sociopaths! I'm with you and willing to help in any way I can.
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lwillitts1
Joined On 2/22/2011 2:53:48 AM
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Back in Nov or Dec 2019, Dr Sherri Tenpenny warned people against taking these jabs. At that time, she didn’t call them a bioweapon, but

said that the mRNA vaccines had always killed test animals in the past, so that’s why they were never progressed to humans in 20 years

of research. She predicted in 2019 that 50 million people in the US would die if they took these injections. I believe Dr. David Martin. He

and Dr. Judy Mikovits also tried to warn people early on in the “Plandemic” documentaries.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM
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Gosh, you guys keep pushing the dates up every year. First it was 6 months, then a year, then 3 years, now it's 2 years more beyond that?
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